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Q.No. Value Points Marks 

1  In 1962, Belgrade 1 

2 
 In 2003 Iraq launched an invasion on Iraq to find out the chemical 

weapons of mass destruction. 
1 

3 
 US aid for the reconstruction of the Western Europe 

1 

4  One country, one culture, one nation  1 

5 
 Amnesty International  

1 

 

6 
 Limited Test Ban Treaty – It banned Nuclear war test in the 

atmosphere, outer space and under water. Signed by USA, UK 

and USSR 

2 

7 

 The process of transition from authoritarian socialist system to 

democratic capitalist system is called shock therapy, 

 Each of those countries was required to make a total change from 

socialist economy to capitalist economy 

 No it was not a smooth transition. Government industries had to 

face a lot of losses due to this transition  

2 

8 

 In 1998, there was bombing of the US embassies in 

Nairobi and Kenya, Tanzania and DarSalaam, by a 

terrorist organization. President Clinton ordered Operation 

infinite Reach in which al-Qaeda terrorist targets in Sudan 

and Afghanistan were attacked. America did not bother 

about UN sanctions. 

2 

9 

 Economic influence: Three times larger share in world trade than 

US 

 Euro can pose threat to the dominance of US dollar. 

 Political: Two members of EU, Britan and France are the 

members of Security Council 

 Other non members of Security Council are also the members of 

EU 

 Military: The EU’s combine forces are second largest in the world 

 Its total military expenditure is second to US 

(any relevant point) 

2 

10 

 Challenge to shape a nation 

 Challenges to establish democracy 

 Challenge to ensure the development and well being of the entire 

2 



society. 

11 

 When Gorbachev carried out his reforms, and loosened the system he 

set in motion forces and expectations that few could have predicted, and 

became virtually impossible to control. 

 Some people thought he is very fast and they were not happy with him 

 The members of communist party also had such feeling 

 The communist party though ruled for 70 years, were not accountable to 

the people 

 Economic stagnation is another reason for the disintegration 

4 

12 

  After the disintegration of Soviet union India had an impressive 

economic growth. The US absorb 65% of India’s total exports in 

the software sector. 

 35% technical staff of Boeing is estimated to be of Indian origin 

 300,000 Indians work in Silicon Valley 

 15% of all high-tech startups are by Indian-Americans 

 

4 

13 

To create a common market and production base within ASEAN 

members 

Social and economic development in the region 

To resolve economic dispute that exist among ASEAN nations. 

To maintain peace and stability in the region based on the rule of law UN 

charter 

To establish dispute settlement mechanism to resolve economic disputes 

Its vision of 2020 is to play an outstanding role in the International 

economy, 

It focused in the creation of Free Trade area for investment, labor and 

service 

US and China have already started to negotiate with ASEAN and FTAs 

(any 4) 

4 

14 

Congress was identified with the freedom struggle for building national 

unity and solidarity. 

Congress was associated with Mahatma Gandhi’s name 

It had a broad based manifesto to include the various section of society 

Congress focused on building role of the party 

Charismatic leader ship of Nehru, Patel, Indira Gandhi etc. 

4 

15 

The first Five year plan was commenced in 1951, to be drafted by Young 

Economist K.N. Roy to emphasis on poverty alleviation. 

To invest in dams and irrigation to improve agricultural sector 

Huge projects like Bhakra nangal Dam 

It focused on land reforms in rural area 

To increase level of National income 

Second Five Year Plan more stress on heavy industries. 

4 

16 

when Tibet was annexed Tibet in 1950 and removed a historical buffer 

between two nation and India did not oppose this openly 

India grew uneasy, whe china began to suppress Tibetan culture 

Another border dispute arose when china claimed Aksai Chin are and 

NEFA within the Indian territory. 

Despite long term correspondence and discussions, these issues have not 

been resolved even by top leaders of country. 

4  



17 

It refers to the competition, tensions and a series of confrontations 

between the US and Soviet Union 

NATO and WARSAW 

USA – Democracy and Capitalism, USSR – Socialism and Communism 

2+2+1 

18 

Czechs and Republic 

Balkan Republic of Yugoslavia 

NATO intervention and bombing of Yugoslavia led to ethnic war 

2+1+2 

19 

Jawaharlal Nehuru 

He does not want India to be under the control of either group since it was under 

British rule for many years OR it wanted to make friendship with both,. 

2+1+2 

20 

India opted for 5 year plans. The Govt. of India prepares a document that has its 

plan for its income and expenditure for next five years. 

Non-plan budget the amount spending for non planned budget and vice versa  

2+2+1 

21 
Map Work 5 

22  
Refer reader /Note 6 

23 

Hegemony means dominance of US over other world nations. 

Hegemony as Hard Power: It is based on the military capacity between 

states. 

The US military dominance is based on their higher expenditure on 

military as well as the technological know how 

In absolute terms US military capabilities can reach any point on the 

planet and no other power can be match to them. 

Constraints: Division of powers between executive, legislature and 

judiciary 

NATO, and the open nature of American people  (2 points for each) 

 

2+2+2 

24  

India is the largest democracy in the world 

It respect human rights  

India actively participate in all activities of UN 

India’s role in US peace keeping efforts is a long and substantial one 

India is a regular financial contributor to UN 

India’s diversity in terms of geography, economy and culture 

6 

25 

Indira Gandhi campaigned to implement land reform legislation and land 

ceiling legislaitons 

She ended her dependence on other political parties by strengthening her 

the partys position and recommended the dissolution of Lok Sabha in 

Dec. 1970 

The crisis in East Pak. And Indo-Pak war to establish Bangladesh as an 

independent one enhanced her popularity 

She was the protector of poor and under privileged but as a strong govt 

also 

Congress became dominant and restored their position . 

6 

26 
After independence, the reorganization States were sought on linguistic 

basis. Bengal was divided on the basis of language in 1905, before 
6 



independence. The report of Sir Mont Ford in 1918, accedpted the need 

for reorganization of states on linguistic basis but it was not the right time 

for that. Integration of states was not easy task and it was because of the 

effort of Sri. Vallabhai Patel, it could be solved to a certain extend. 

 

Recommendations: Proper attentions hould be given to cultural and 

communicative needs of other communities speaking different languages 

in a monolingual state 

Linguistic minorities should be protected well. 

Attention should be paid to the well-being of other languages also 

Idea of a separate nation should be out rightly rejected. 

27 

These elections were referred to as 1952 elections because most part of 

country voted in January 1952 tit held from Oct. 1951 to Feb. 1952 

It took six months for campaigning , polling and counting to be 

completed 

Elections were competitive because there were on an average more than 

four candidates for each seat. 

The level of participation was encouraging to vote  out in the election 

The results were declared and accepted as fair even by losers to prove 

critics wrong. 

These elections became a landmark in the Indian democratic history. 

India proved that democratic elections can be held in a country like India 

where there exist poverty /lack of education it can be practiced anywhere 

in the world. 

6 

 
 


